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Porter
Immersed in the synthesis of everyday 
life of the Colombian Caribbean, which 
seems frozen in time with their colors, 

flavors and traditions, we enter the life of 
a woman motivated by the exaltation of 

their roots through movement. 
Personified by the effortless sophisticated, 
Alejandra Torres, Lola dances to live, lives 

to love and loves to laugh and find 
happiness in the place where she was 

born, under the philosophy that the body 
of the dancer is the purest expression of 

the soul and inner beauty.



Lola
Photography by Andrés Espinosa

Art director and styling Isabella Araujo
Hair and Make up by Alex Ospina

Top by Leal Daccarett, $250; Pants by Zara, $46; Shoes by Daniel Alcaraz, $83.

Here is a woman that finds freedom through the expression of her body movements,
Surrounded and rooted on her traditions and the exaltation of the culture of her 

hometown in the caribbean coast of Colombia.



Top by Zara, $36; skirt by Jo-
hanna Ortiz, $160; earrings by 
Mercedes Salazar, $108.



Top by Velásquez, $125; 
earrings by Mercedes Salazar, 
$108;  fan by Michú bags, $54



Kimono by Faride Ramos, $132; shoes by Daniel Alcaraz, $83; earrings by 
Mercedes Salazar, $108.



Top by Zara, $15; pants by Julio, $48;  
shoes by Daniel Alcaraz, $83; 

earrings by Mercedes Salazar, $108; vin-
tage veil, $17.



Jumpsuit by Zara, $55; shoes by 
Daniel Alcaraz, $83; earrings by Mercedes 
Salazar, $108.





Dress by Velásquez, $230; ear-
rings by Mercedes 

Salazar, $108.


